Well Connected!

- Turn a routine into a series of simple steps. MyRoutine
- Communicate more
- Autism emotions, and opposites. Autism iHelp
- Lessons to fit a favorite theme. Skill Champ

- Digital literacy and Internet safety information
- To allow the teacher to provide feedback the student needs to give the teacher the link to the folder. Then to turn in an assignment, the student simply adds the teacher. Once the student adds the teacher, the folder is set to private. The teacher will then go to the folder, add their name to the permissions section and the folder will open. Have the students name the folder something that makes sense to them.

Does Grammar Matter?
The Life Cycle of a T
Why Should you Read Charles Dickens?
What is the Internet of Things?
What Causes Body Odor?
9 Futuristic Materials

This month’s technology trivia question:

A) Wi-Fi
B) Bluetooth
C) LightSpeed
D) 5G

Correct answer:

Congratulations to Robert Judware, Avery Evans, and Brittany Reynolds for submitting the correct answer to the March newsletter quiz. Your prizes are on the way!

Quick Google Folder Tip:

Have your items (links, images, documents, tests, email, etc.) turn into a series of simple steps. MyRoutine

Web Resource of the Week!

Tour Builder

Tour Builder would be the perfect tool for students, whether tracing the travels of Lewis and Clark, tracking a fictional character’s storyline or even creating their own story. You can also check out tours others have made public.

Integration Tips

- When the educators can also build lessons around any TED Ed Lessons - TED talk, or YouTube video
- The Kid Should See This
- Web Resource of the Week!
- Dynamic Learning

Visit the shakeuplearning.com for more tips and ideas. You can also submit your technology trivia question:

- All of the above
- Invite specific users to view form
- By default
- Don’t apply?
- Don’t apply

In the sharing settings for that folder the student will add the teacher. Have each student create a normal folder. You may want to do this all at once in a lab setting. Have your items (links, images, documents, tests, email, etc.) turn into a series of simple steps. MyRoutine

Anybuffer

App of the Week!

A place to store and organize everything!

At the end of each week a random responder will be entered into a monthly drawing for a prize!

D) 5G

The answer was A, Smart Lookup.